
Rainfinity®

A new dimension in showering





Quality
Made in Germany

Design
More than 500 awards

Innovation
Industry pioneers

Discover the  
beauty of water.
Where would we be without water? It’s essential, it’s life-giving and 
with hansgrohe, it’s sensational. Whether you’re standing in your 
morning shower, enjoying the first coffee of the day or rehydrating 
after a trip to the gym, water helps us to relax and recharge. Water 
has the power to fuel our days and ease us into our nights. Since 
1901, hansgrohe has been developing  taps, showers and kitchen 
mixers to take everyday moments and make them extraordinary with 
innovative design, quality and service.

hansgrohe. Meet the beauty of water.





A new dimension 
in showering – 
Rainfinity®.
The Rainfinity shower head by hansgrohe is your gateway 
to complete relaxation. New jet types, innovative functions 
and extraordinary design come together to set a brand 
new standard in modern bathroom functionality.

Simply scan the code to find 
out more about Rainfinity.
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https://www.hansgrohe.com/bath/new-products/rainfinity


Rainf inity®

HELPFUL IN EVERY WAY:
Choose the perfect hand shower for your needs from 

two variants.

The ultimate 
in showering 
indulgence.

Your bathroom is not just any old place – it is your very own feel-good 
haven. A living space fitted and furnished in accordance with your 
exact needs. Maybe with cosy seating, silky soft blankets or cushions 
to lie back and lounge around on. Your bathroom is the place where 
you can focus on limitless relaxation. And this unforgettable moment 
also includes a shower precisely tailored to your needs. A special 
shower that enables you to completely let go and enjoy the here and 
now. Thanks to its innovative spray surface, which curves inwards 
slightly, the water jet does not hit the person’s head and shoulders 
from above like a conventional shower would. It gently envelops your 
body like a coat made of a thousand droplets.

STOP CARRYING THE WEIGHT OF 
THE WORLD ON YOUR SHOULDERS 
AND RELAX:
The new shoulder shower with integrated 
shelf for an innovative, enveloping shower.



Showers | Rainfinity® Rainfinity®

RAINSTREAM
Generous flow of soft sprays.

POWDERRAIN
A unique shower experience thanks to 
the soft caress of micro droplets. Learn 
more on the next page.

MONORAIN
Focussed jet for a soothing, feel-good 
shower.

INTENSE POWDERRAIN
Intense jet of micro-fine droplets for 
sensational showering.

SET YOUR OWN RULES:
Rainfinity can be set to tilt at an angle 

between 10° and 30°, using the ingenious 
wall connection. Find your most comfortable 

showering position, or keep your hair and face 
dry while your body is drenched in water.

EXQUISITE DESIGN:
The tilted angle and lack of 
conventional shower arm transforms 
the Rainfinity overhead shower 
into a bold statement in modern 
bathroom design.
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Rainfinity®
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Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 3jet with wall connector 
# 26234, -000, -700 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 1jet with wall connector 
# 26230, -000, -700 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 360 1jet  
# 26231, -000, -700 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 250 3jet with wall connector 
# 26232, -000, -700 
# 26233, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 250 1jet with wall connector 
# 26226, -000, -700 
# 26227, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min 

Rainfinity®

 Overhead shower 250 1jet 
# 26228, -000, -700 
# 26229, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min 

 Ceiling connector S 10 cm 
# 27393, -000, -700 

 Ceiling connector S 30 cm 
# 27389, -000, -700  (not shown) 

 Shower arm Square 38.9 cm 
# 27694, -000, -700  (not shown) 

Rainfinity®

 Shoulder shower 500 1jet with shower shelf 
# 26243, -000, -700



 Rainfinity®

 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 
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Rainfinity®

 Baton hand shower 100 1jet 
# 26866, -000, -700
# 26867, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainfinity®

 Hand shower 130 3jet 
# 26864, -000, -700
# 26865, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainfinity®

 Shower holder set 130 3jet with shower hose 125 cm 
# 26852, -000, -700
 Shower holder set 130 3jet with shower hose 160 cm 
# 26851, -000, -700

Rainfinity®

 Shower holder set 100 1jet with shower hose 125 cm 
# 26857, -000, -700
 Shower holder set 100 1jet with shower hose 160 cm 
# 26856, -000, -700

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE
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Rainfinity®

Rainfinity®

 Shower set 130 3jet 
with shower bar 90 cm 
and soap dish 
# 27671, -000
# 27672, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

 Shower set 130 3jet 
with shower bar 150 cm 
and soap dish   (not shown) 
# 27673, -000
# 27674, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainfinity®

Wall outlet Porter 500 
with shower holder and shower shelf L
# 26843, -000, -700

 Wall outlet Porter 500 
with shower holder and shower shelf R 
# 26858, -000, -700

Rainfinity®

 Shelf 500 
# 26844, -000, -700

 Shower holder Porter E 
# 28387, -000, -700

FixFit®

 Wall outlet Square with non-return valve 
# 26455, -000, -700

Rainfinity®

 Showerpipe 360 1jet 
for concealed installation 
# 26842, -000, -700

 Basic set for Showerpipe 360 1jet 
for concealed installation 
# 26840180



 Rainfinity®
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 Technology and spray modes 
 Our ideas for your comfort. Discover our technologies and different spray modes. 

 Simply scan the code to watch 
the technology clips. 

 Simply scan the code to experience 
all the spray types. 

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions 
# 15380,  -000, -700

 Basic set for 2 functions 
# 15310180

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 3 functions 
# 15381, -000, -700

 Basic set for 3 functions 
# 15311180

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 4 functions 
# 15382,  -000, -700

 Basic set for 4 functions 
# 15312180

RainSelect®

 Thermostat for concealed installation for 5 functions 
# 15384, -000, -700

 Basic set for 5 functions 
# 15313180

https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdwhdcujHk2njFweRCcM8cG
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5NmSz8zVhEdxRJIwkm-vkFs7glJcNDEE


 Simply scan the code 
to view new products. 

 Discover more 
online – sign up 

and stay up-to-date. 
 Want to find out more? Sign up for updates to be the first 
to hear about the latest hansgrohe products and news. 

 www.hansgrohe.com 
 www.hansgrohe.com/register 

 Find hansgrohe online and on social media. 
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